Ceremony Instructions

App version 1.5.2

REGISTERING

register participant for ceremony

only possible during REGISTERING phase

from XX:00 - XX:10 and XX:30 - XX:40

1. tap register participant
2. sign and submit
3. confirm PIN code
4. after a few seconds, a confirmation should be shown
if successful, it should look like this

ASSIGNING

from XX:10 - XX:20 and XX:40 - XX:50

if you are assigned to a meetup it will look like this

no need to do anything here

ATTESTING

from XX:20 - XX:30 and XX:50 - XX:00
tap start meetup

Please choose a community
EdisonPaula

You are registered!
Ceremony will take place on:
2022-02-22T22:45:56.254
at location:
47.390 lat, 8.516 lon

start meetup

You have scanned 0 claims
Submit attestations

Encounter Ceremony

How many attendees are present?

3  4
5  6
7  8
9  10
11 12

enter the number of participants present at the meetup
this is your claim of attendance. You need to ensure this is scanned by everyone. This happens in turns, one after the other, as shown below.

The scanner tells you how many claims have been scanned. Once you scanned everyone and everyone has scanned you, close the scanner and hit done on the page above.
here you should see the correct number of clams scanned
tap “submit attestations”

one person from the meetup has to “claim pending community income” during the next REGISTERING phase